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PUNCH OUT

DO YOU WANT TO PUNCH OUT TO YOUR SUPPLIER’S CATALOGUE OR
ENABLE PUNCH OUT FOR CLIENTS?
B2BE’s punch out functionality supports OBI and OCI based standards so you can go to supplier’s catalogues, browse,
select goods and integrate the reverse purchase order into your ERP system. Likewise, if you have clients that want
to do the same with your catalogue B2BE can support your organisation in either scenario.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
The B2BE punch out solution enables your organisation to deliver the solution in two ways,
depending on which side of the supply chain you wish to support and automate.
On your supply side, the punch out solution enables you to punch out to supplier
catalogues so you can browse and order products externally from your inventory
master environment. The solution enables the reverse purchase order process
and through the B2BE EDI product this can be integrated
with your procurement system so a purchase order can
be created and sent electronically to the supplier.
On the buy side of your supply chain the B2BE
e-catalogue can support punch out so if you
have customers who want to be able to access
your catalogue, browse and select goods this
can be supported with a corresponding
reverse purchase order being sent to the
buyer.
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B2BE have you covered on either side of your
supply chain if you want to utilise,
develop or support punch out
capabilities.
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RELATED PRODUCTS

Web portal

B2BE’s punch out solutions utilise several B2BE products to create an online e-catalogue application that
supports punch out. B2BE’s e-catalogue punch out
solutions can utilise all, or in part, any of the following
products to create the exact solution your organisation
needs to manage your punch out requirements.

Integrate other document management and visibility
tools through the B2BE web portal, an online hosted
environment that provides access to a range of B2BE’s
solutions which is highly customisable and configurable to enable you to collaboratively interact with your
suppliers and clients.

EDI
Integrated reverse purchase orders integrated with
into your ERP? B2BE has all your bases covered with
B2BE’s EDI solution.

CONTACT
To learn more about the B2BE solutions or to get in touch with B2BE please visit: www.b2be.com

